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INTRODUCTION
Topographic maps. which diff'er from the base map in that
they show not only relative distance and direction but also the
accurate shape of the earths surface, are not new. but represent
the constant improvement in mans efforts to reproduce on paper
all that he sees and knows of regions of the globe.
While history records the first maps known to man as being made by the Babylonians on olay tablets centuries before Christ.
the first relief map was made by the Ninth Inca who died in the
year 1191.
empl~ed

The present method of' showing relief' by contours was

as early as 1728 by a Dutch engineer M. s. Cruquius.

Cruquius first utilized contours on his chart of' Merwede in 1728.
In 1737 Phillip Buache introduced oontours called isobaths (Greek

mean.,i.ng equal).

Until the 2oth century declevities of ground were

indicated by systems of strokes or haohures first devised by L.
Chas. Muller in 1788 and by J. G. Lehman who directed a survey
Saxony - 1780 - 1806.

or

Haohures and contours are· still combined

in usage today in Italy's lsl.ooo.ooo scale map.
France produced the first regular topographic map in 1744.
The engineer being Cassini De Thury. using a scale 1:86400.
Today due to the problems of highway construction. drainage.

irrigation. etc •• involving millions of people and hundred of miles
of' territor.y, the need for an accurate topographic map is vital.
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While the growth: of the . topographic map since its· inception
in:bo ·the United States has peen ;alaw on the whole 6 grea:b strides
. have peen made within the last two·yee.rs.

The demand has ·oaused

scale change from two miies to the inch to one third mile to the

inch.

The features shaw.n have increased and
acouraoy
of suoh
.
.

degree must be produced _that there are f:ew engineering survey jobs

that cannot be solved by the use of

th~se

maps without the numer-

ous reconnaissance surveys of the past.
De.nie 1 Kennedy
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EXPLANATION OF U. S. SURVEY
ORGANIZATION

The topographic branch of the

u. s.

Geological Survey is

organized under the direction of a chief topographic engineer
into three.field divisions (Atlantic. Central. and Pacific). each
of which is in charge o£ a division engineer.
The Atlantic division is subdivided into the New England.
Middle Atlantic. South Atlantic. and Ohio Valley sections; the
Central division into the Great Lakes. _Missouri Valley. Red River.
and Rooky Mountain sections; and the Pacific division into the
North Pacific. South Pacific• Salt Lake Basin• and Hawaiian sections.
Each section is in charge of a topographic engineer.
The office work is both administrative and technical in chara.oter.
The

adm~istrative

work is handled by a chief clerk allocated

to clerical. administrative. and fiscal service. grade 7• assisted
by clerical

ampl~ees.

Technical office work ·is ·divided into five

s~ctions-camputing.

inspection and editing. cartography. photographic surveying. and
relief mapping--and each section is in charge of a topographic
engineer in professional and scientific service. grade 4. or an
associate engineer in professional and scientific service. grade 3 •
The personal of each of these sections is made

up

..

of professional•

subpr.ofessional. and clerical employees of various grades.
1

MAP CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTION
In mapping large areas the engineer is confronted with the

problem of portraying on a flat surface features that appear on
the earths spherical surface.
To do this accurately

wi~h

a

min~um

of distortion it is

necessary to resort to same system of lines to represent lines
on the spherical surface of the earth.

This system is called a

projection.
There are many systems, each having its particular merits.
but the one best suited to the standard size topographic map is
called the polyoonio projection.

It is stmple to construct and

can represent a small area on any part of the globe.
shapes~

It preserves

areas, distances and directions in their true relationship.

Its disadvantage being that it cannot be used for large areas such
as a

~11

state.

Tables £or its use have been computed for every

minute from 0° to 90° latitude.
In constructing a polyconio projection -t he o·e ntral meridian
is drawn as a straight line and the intersection of the parallels
are spaced true to scale along this meridian.

Each parallel is

then laid out separately by means of a cone whose base is tangent
to the earths surface at that parallel with the vertex of the
developed cone on the extension

o~
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the central meridian.

The aros of the parallels are then subdivided to true scale
and the meridians are drawn thru these subdivisions.

As a result

the central meridian is shown as a straight line and theoretically
all other meridians are shown as curves.
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Horizontal Control
The standard topographic maps are all bordered by lines of
latitude and longitude.

In order that these be properly located

and that inter.mediate points be placed in their respective positions.
a syste.m of control is necessary.
This is done by triangulation. supplemented by primary
traverse.

The first by measuring the angles and computing the

distance between set stations allows the computation of control
points

~dely

separated.

It is done by selecting stations on moun-

tain or hill tops or in flat country by erecting steel towers and
when the measurements are made these towers are dismantled and
moved to other stations.
The angles are measured

~th

a theodolite

~th

a micrometer

arrangement, making it possible to read to 2 seconds of arc.

In

the start of such a net work, a base line is carefully measured

orr.

and all corrections far tape sag. te.mperature• reduction to center,
and other essential details, are made.
Between these points of triangulation, supplementary control
by

pr~ary

traverse is run.

These may be first order. which

l~its

the error to 1:10,000 or third order with an allowable error of
la5000 and depends on the control in any one area.

In areas adjacent

to triangulation points. third order is sufficient; but in areas
where triangulation points are far apart first order traverse is
necessary.
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The field party on
six men. a party ohie£.

pr~ry

traverse usually consists of

recorder~

two chainmen and two rodmen.

Usually the party chief acts as instrument
~th

necessary that he go

man~

though when it is

the chainman. the recorder

~11

read

the instrument and record the angles.
The lines are chained
and all angles are read
az~uths

~th

~ce.

of lines are carried.

for check on

az~uth

observations are on

a three hundred £oot steel tape,

·Deflection angles are used and
Astronomical observation are taken

about every six miles of line.
Polaris~

to find the star during the

but in regions where it is difficult
dayt~e.

solar observations are used.

The traverse party will locate road

crossings~

ners when near the line. and every three miles,
concrete monument.

Usually the

~11

section corput in a

After the traverse is oampleted, the lines are

camputed and the latitude and longitude of these located points
are given to the topographer who will use them in controlling the

map.
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Vertical Control
The proper contouring of' the topographic map depends wholly
on the character and accuracy o£ the vertical control.
The Coast and Geodetic Survey have lines o£ accurate first
order levels in many parts o£ the country, and supplementing these.
the

Geolo~oal

Survey. runs other second and third order lines .for

their own use in map control.

These lines. like those or

pr~

traverse. are usually run close to the edges or each quadrangle
and through its center.

Permanent marks are established every

three miles and temporary marks are located at road crossings.
bridges and other good points.

These

t~porary

points must not

be more than a mile apart and are more of'ten less than a mile.

The level party usually consists of an instrument man and
two rodm.en. though since the replacement or the wye level by the
new prism dumpy level the party is made up or a party chie.f • who
is the instrument man. a recorder and two rorumen.
The accuracy o£ first order work is .017 x square root or
the distance in miles. 2nd order is .035 square· root of' the distance
in miles. and 3rd order is .05 square root of the distance in miles.

the results being in feet.

6

Sketching
The most satisfactory method of showing the third dtmension
in a topographic map is by means of contour lines.

These may be

defined in a number of ways. the most common probably being that
of saying a contour is a shore line of a lake.
points of which are at the
line on a ridge
elevation.

~11

s~e

elevation.

It is a line. all

The projection of this

shaw the width of the ridge at its particular

By showing these lines at equal vertical intervals the

spacing of these lines on the map w111 shaw the slopes.

On steep

slopes, they will be close together, on flat slopes they

~11

far apart.

It is the

~unction

be

of the topographer to deter.mine the

location of these lines on every feature of the earths surface within the area that he is mapping.
accomplishing this.

There are several methods used in

The most advantageous one for any particular

country is determined by the topographer after he sees the country.
:Methods vrhioh would be ideal in one type of' country would be impossible in another.
All sketching on the Survey is done by the plane table method
and the map is made in the field.

The party usually consists of a

topographer and two rodman. varying at times with a recorder or in
same types o£ country just a topographer and a rodman.

His equip-

ment will consist of a board and tripod. a Beaman alidade. scale•
box oampass (usually attached to the rule of the alidade) and double
mounted·

dra~ng

paper.

His rod is usually graduated into tenths of

7

a foot, and the stadia wires are set to intercept a foot o£ the
rod at one hundred feet.

This allows him to read stadia distances

to within 10 feet and run elevations to the nearest 1/10 feet. A
good topographer will close his stadia lines over moderately rough
country (as the Missouri Ozarks) to about .3 of a foot per mile in
elevation and have his distance check within twenty feet in a mile.
As most of his elevations

~11

be determined by vertical

this closure is considered good.

angles~

The Beaman alidade has a Beaman

step arc on the side £or measuring vertical angles.

Eaoh graduat-

ion is fixed so that at a distance of one hundred feet one division
up or dawn

~11

shaw a vertical difference of one foot. so that the

topographer oan read the distance on the rod between his station
and the rod. multiply it by the number o£ divisions (or steps) on
the arc. divide by one hundred and he
ence in feet and tenths of a foot.
rod, he

~11

~11

have the elevation differ-

Because he stops the arc on the

have to add or subtract. as the oase may be, this rod

reading to obtain the difference between the height of the instrument
and the point on the ground where the rod was read.
The tmportanoe of the problem to the public usually is the
deciding £actor in determining the scale and contour interval to be
empla.yed.

In problems pertaining to irrigation. flood control or

mineral development. surveys are made on a scale ot one to 1:24000,
~th

a contour interval of one. five or ten feet.

age areas. routes of

Problems

o~

drain-

etc •• are mapped on a scale o£ 1:48000.

highways~
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This scale however is £ast becoming obsolete. as it is becoming more necessary to add to the detail o£ the map and more
paper per mile is needed.

Mountain regions and deserts are usually

mapped on a scale two miles to the inch.
Having decided upon the scale and contours interval he is

to use, the topographer

~11

make his projection, plot all control

points on it, secure a plat o£ the original land o£fice survey (see
projection in illustrations) and adjust this land net to the scale
o£ the map.

l~ving

done this he will go to the £ield and get a

magnetic north line on his map.
same control station

He does this by setting up over

and orienting his board by sighting a line to

same other control point.

Vfuen the line between the control points

is parallel to the two points on the ground he

ol~ps

the board on

the tripod and allows the oompass to settle and point north.

This

north line is then drawn on the map and he is able to orient his
boe.rd by compass when away from visible control points.
quadrangles

~11

be about twelve miles

~de

As most

by eighteen miles long_

it will be necessary to check his campass line on different sides

o£ the quadrangle as local attraction

~11

o£ten cause a variation

in the magnetic line.
His next step is to divide the quadrangle into small blocks
by running stadia traverse lines between control points.

In these

lines he locates contour crossings, cultural feat_u res, woodland out-

lines. puts elevations at road crossing, at houses, tops of hills,
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locates· section lines and corners.

He will adjust these lines

and subdivide the blocks into smaller units.
fied that his areas have
ing the

count~.

~ufficient

~hen

he is satis-

control, he will start sketch-

The methods he will use will depend a great deal

on the type of country.

In open country he will rod every shot, and

.sketch as he goes along.

In heavily wooded country he will run as·

much stadia as possible and sketch the country by reading an aneroid
•
barometer and pacing the ridges and holler~.
This latter method of sketching will seem very crude to any
one not an experienced topographer, but by properly spacing his
stadia lines with good elevations about his country, it is remarkable
what results can be obtained.

This method of sketching is not adapted

to flat country, but in heavily wooded country with relief over three
hundred feet it is excellent both as to speed and accuracy.
As the mapping progresses the engineer will take off his eleve.tions, names of features and culture, woodland area, classifies the
roads and provides a general informe.tion sheet for the final drafting
of the penciled map.
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Aerial Compilation
The value of photographs to map constructions was apparent
immediately e.:rter the invention of' the camera. but it was not until
after the airplane that an attempt was made to use aerial photographs in map work.
Distance and direction of' roads, streams, ridges, the location
of houses, swamp outlines, shore line, and even the heights of features
are today taken f'rom pictures and used by the map maker.

In using

pictures it is necessary to have a certain amount of' ground control.
i.e. points on the ground which can be readily identified on the
pictures, so that the exact scale of the picture can be determined.
The Survey uses both single lens and multiple lens (f'rcm three
to five) pictures.

The pictures usually have an overlapping of So%

so that the center of each picture can be used. as the distortion is
greater on the outside o£ the lens.
ent steroscopic

e~ination

The overlapping provides excel1-

of' the pictures, and diff'erences in

elevation as small as 50 £eet can be detected.
The methods used by the Survey in the compilation are the
straight line, the section line. and radial line.
In the straight line, the !'light is laid dawn on the drafting
boe.rd and an approximate line is made the center of the !'light.

','fith

this line as a start, it is drawn through the f'irst picture, three
pdints are found on it which also appear on the next picture, a line
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is· then 4rawn through these

po~ts

on the second picture and in

its extension three more points will be identif'ied which are on
.the f'ollawing picture.
flight.

This procedure is followed through the

The pictures are then placed on a straight line, orien-

tation being provided by placing the straight line marked on the
pictures over the line for the

f'licht~

the spacing of the pictures

with relationship to one other _is accomplished by measuring along
the line from a point on the line to a point common to both pictures
on the overlapping areas.
manner~

After the flight is la,id dm-m in this

the distance between control points on the pictures is

compared to the true distance between these points on the map projection. the pantograph is set to the proper ratio, and the detail
is pantographed from the picture.

After all detail has been taken

out of the middle area o£ the picture, it is removed and the srume procedure is applied to the next pictures.

In this manner only features

shown on the center of' each photograph is used and distortion due to
the lens is avoided.

The pantographed strips are traced to the map

and errors between f'lights are adjusted out as the data is traced.
The section line method follows much the

sam~

procedure, but

supplements the ground control by using data f'rom the land survey
and identifying fence lines and roads which are on the old land lines.
In sectionized open country with lots of' visible f'ence lines this
method is very satisfactory.
The radial method of' compiling a map f'ram air photos is practically restricted to multiple lines pictures because the lines available
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for orientation on single line pictures are not suf£iciently long
·to give best results.
The principle utilized in the radial line method is that if
:from any unknown point the two angles to three instrumentally deter-

mined points are observed. then it is possible to compute the location
o£ the unknown point and the
known lines •

r:r

az~uth

o~

any or all three o£ the un-

the two observed angles are carefully plotted on

tracing paper, it is possible to shi£t the tracing until all the
three radial lines pass through the three corresponding known points
as plotted to the scale

o~

is represented by the point

the

dra~ng.

~am

The

unkn~rn

station. which

which the radial lines diverge. is

then located correctly with regard to the knawn stations.
The best determination of position and orientation is obtained
by this method

i~

the angles are large and the distances to known

points are comparatively great.

The tri lens and four lens type of

pictures £ulfill this condition much better than the single lens.
In areas such as northern Miohigian

~th

its water features and

forests. practically all the mapping is done by airplane con:pilo.tion.
The same condition j_s true in

southel~n

Louisie.:na.

·r.n most of' the

mapping of metropolitan areas the topographer is £urnished
line prints

sh~ng

roads. drainage, and woodland.

~th

blue

Air photos are

not used on every quadrangle being mapped, due principaly to the high
cost.
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SPECIAL PROBI.afS PERTAINING TO WORK ON
SEVERAL DIFFERENT QUADRANGLES

Drainage in Louisiana
Slidell Quadrangle
The Slidell, Louisiana quadrangle was mapped for the Corps
of Engineers, for use in their studies on flood control on the
Pearl River and the Lake Ponchartrain basin.
The quadrangle was one of several extending west from
Slidell and bordering the north edge of Lake Ponohartrain.
The lake will catch all the water fran the Bonnet Carre

spillway, which has been constructed to relieve the city of New
Orleans in the event of another flood on the Mississippi, as occured
in 1927 •
Before

any

parties were in the field, the Air Corps,

u. s.

Army flew the entire area, and fran the pictures which were con•

trolled by primary traverse, all roads, timber outlines, and drain• .
age features

~re

transferred to a base map made on tracing cloth

to the scale of the pictures.

This was reduced by photography and

printed in nan photographic blue lines. A good adjustment of.the
land net had been made, which, together with the information :f'ran
the pictures, provided splendid control for the map.
Field work started January 3, 1931, and was finished the last
part of April.

Most of the area was open

~p.

Along the Pearl

River the area was heavily ttmbered and getting in and out presented
a problem.

It was necessary to hire a guide and boatman with. two

14

perouquee, a small boat hewn fran a cypress trunk:. to take us
through and help cut lines.

It was necessary to follow each

drain and also watch for small islands.
a five foot interval.
~th

It was contoured on

The behavior of the Pearl River itself•

its rapid rising and falling caused much concern as to what

final water elevation would be used for the bank contours.

was full of over flaw channels.

It

Honey Island gw.wmp, the local

name for part of the area mapped was a haven for the lawless in
the early days and after having gone through its maze of underbrush
and channels any story about it seems possible.
~nter

Fortunate it was

and the alligator and moccasins were not around, though one

morning we picked up a point on the river bank, where seven feet
below on the sand was the

~print

15

o£ a large sized alligator.

Irrigation.and water supply in North Dakota
Flora. Grahams Island, P~kin and Oberon,
North Dakota quadrangles
From 1926 to 1929 the survey mapped over three thousand
square miles in North Dakota, covering the area fram Garrison
to Devils Lake.

The purpose of the map was to provide in£ormation

for the study of a route for the diversion of flood waters of the
Missouri River to the Devils Lake basin, a lineal distance of over
two hundred miles.

The work was done on a scale of 1:48000 scale

and 20 foot contour interval.
The topography of the country is glacial, and most the drainage pot holes and lakes.

A high ridge of drift occurs fram Velva

to the south east, but it was proposed to tunnel the canal through
these hills.

At the time, while apparent to the people of North

Dakota, the true condition of the state

~th

regard to water was

not appreciated by the country at large and financial backing could
not be raised.

Today the aridity of the Plain States, foroeably

manifests itself,with the dust storms, upon the people of the country,
and with the changed attitude in regards to vast public works projects
now in progress, North Dakota
to finance it.

~11

probably be able to secure baoking

The waste waters of the Missouri will help bring back

a level to Devils Lake, which is the past thirty years has changed in

depth fram 40 feet to about 8 feet and whose area is reduced over 60 ·
per oent.
in it.

Twenty years ago people drank its water, and fish lived

Last year 1934, people were £orbidden to swim in it on aooount
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of its alkalinity.
Attention is called to four maps, the Pekin, oberon, Gra~
Island and Flora.

~inatiori

of the land lines will show where

the water stood at the t~e of the land survey (about forty years
ago) and where the water is now (or was in 1929).

On the Oberon

sheet,
note. the saddle between the drainage
to the Sheyenne River
.
.
and Devils Lake. (marked x in red ink).
The topography an the Oberon quadrangle was done in 1929•
and a trip through the area last year 1934, showed most fields of
plowed land without a sign of grass or wheat.
~ram

In a 120 mile drive

Devils Lake to Oberon and then to Pekin not more than thirty

head o£ cattle were counted.

Whole townships seemed deserted •

.President Roosevelt made a special stop in Devils Lake to study
the Devils Lake basin when returning fram his trip·to Hawaii in
1934.

On

the Graham Island sheet is the town of Minnewaukan.

This.

was the end of a steam boat line between Devils Lake and Minnewaukan.
At the time of the survey in 1929• the nearest water of Devils Lake was
over seven miles away.
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Physiographic Studies and Local Problems
Grand Forks #1 Quadrangle
There is hardly a text book on physiography throughout
the country which does not show a portion of a topographic map
of the Red River Va.lley in North Dakota, showing the best example
of what is termed young topography.

In 1934 the government mapping

program in North Dakota called for the surveying and mapping of
two quadrangles from the Red River at Grand Forks to the west.
these two, the Grand Forks and Emerado ..

whio~

Of

were to be ten foot

contour interval and scale of ls48000 .. was N.E. quarter of the G.F.
oalled the Grand Forks 1/=1, which was worked on a scale of 1:24000
and contour interval of 5 f'eet.

This was published as an advanced

sheet in three color lithography .. and shows the oities of Grand Forks
n.D. and East Grand Forks. Minnessota.
south through the

quad~ngle

Red Lake River is shown.

The Red River runs north and

and about three linial miles along the

The quadrangle shows all culture and contains

about fifty square miles of area.
Besides furnishing information to suoh

lo~al pr~blems

as sewer•

age and water supply. it will provide an excellent map tor the study
of physiography.

As Prof.

S~pson.

State Geologist and head of the

Department of Geology at the University of North Dakota .. said• it "ttill
perhaps be the most studied map in the United States. for it will replace the older maps now being used in 'the-physiographic text books.
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National Forests
Isle Royale
In 1930 the Survey made a base map of the Isle Royale.
Michigan.

This island,situated seventy miles north of the main-

land in Lake Superior, and only twenty miles from Canada, is a
surviving link to the

~lderness_o£

miles long varying in

~dth

the past.

It is over fifty

fram three to nine miles.

On its

extreme east edge are three lodges, open to summer visitors between May and October, and on the extreme

~st

edge one lodge.

, On the south coast about the center, is a fishermans settlement.

It abounds

in~ld

of any place

~thin

life, and today has the largest herd of moose
the United states.

There are also many lynx.

coyotes and a few deer, though these last do not survive, several
attempts having been made to stock the islands with the.m.
The islands are a series of narrow ridges, same as high as
three hundred feet, though most about fifty to hundred high.
are very narrow and are mostly basalt rock.

They

The botanist is able

to find abnost any kind of tree and wild flower, but far.ming is
~possible,

season.

due both to the nature of the ground and the short

There are no roads on the islands and all transportation

is by boat.
The general land offices made a survey of the land several
years ago and plotted its area in sections.
destr~ed

most the old marks.

Fire and logging ·have

Little was known about the interior
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and no maps were ever made of the entire island.

A coast survey

was made by the Lake Survey unit of the Army Engineers. several
years before, but information was wanted by the govermnent and
State regarding the interior of the islands, the size and number
of lakes, its drainage etc.
To furnish the information quickly • the Survey made an airplane base map.

Contracts were made with private companies and

a commercial air photo company fran Lansing. Michigan flew the
islands.

Certain triangulation stations were on the island, and

to provide additional control so that the distortion could be
min~ized

and the pictures joined

~th

the greatest accuracy. the

Survey sent two parties under the direction of Mr.
Section

Chief~

One of these parties was to do

and supplementary triangulation.

c.

pr~ry

L. Sadler,
traverse

The other party, JD¥ own, were to

do plane table triangulation, three point work, and run such additional control as would be needed.
All prCBDinent points were located.

Sharp shore line bends and

points, houses among the lodges which would not be seen on the pictures, and section corners had to be tied to points which could be
seen from the pictures.
across the island.

Two back-packing trips were made by my party

These trips todC from two to three days and re-

quired that each man carry, besides surveying equipment, a blanket,
his food and water.

Parties would be left on the shore on one

aide~

and the boatman would pick them up several days later on the opposite
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shore.

In the trip aoross. the crossing o£ streams. section

lines when found. and shape and size o£ lakes encountered would
be recorded and mapped.
After field work was

~inished

and the photographs obtained.

the material was assembled in Washington and the map oampiled.
All the pictures

~re

stereosooped and all drainage• shore lines.

BWamp outlines. etc •• were compiled and put on the final map.

This

map serves as an excellent base for the many scientific expeditions
and explorations constantly carried on in that country. for aside
fram being a wild life preserve. it holds many archeological secrets.
The source of all the copper used by the North American Indian has
been traced there.

Pure copper occurs in pockets in the ledges. and

while the island today does not support active mining. has had in the
past mining on a large commercial scale.

The old light house on the

south shore was built by a private oampany for their ships used in
the

tr~portation

of ore in the early eighties.

The Survey started in July and required about six weeks.
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Highway Location
The value of a topographic .. map to the highway or railroad
location engineers, is inestimable.

Several of the states, part-

icularily those near as Missouri. Illinois,

a~d

Tennessee have

ruled that a strip map of the area four miles on either side of
a proposed road be mapped
upon.

be~ore

any final location is decided

The scale o:r the standard advance sheet lithograph, usually

1:48000 scale. does not per.mit the

shawing _ o~

all the detail necess-

nry to the final selection o£ the route. but it does narrow the
selection to two or three possible routes.
The . selection of a route for a highway will usually have
several controlling features, such as possible bridge sites. main
ridges, large drainage features, populations o£ the country to be
served, etc.

Fram the topographic map the location engineer can

determine these features and select the best routes
f'ield work.

~thout

any

A:rter these have been selected, he can go to the field

and go aver the route, noting the rook outcrops and other factors
not discernable on the small scale map.

Comments have been made

that often small changes are made in the

~ield

after viewing certain

side slopes and saddles, but I am of the opinion that, properly
interpreted, the present accuracy o£ the standard topographic map
is

suf~ioient

to allow an exact study_ of all side slopes encountered.
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One engineer has stated that the only way a topographic engineer
can show these slopes is by bunching the contours. but he fails
to realize that the number of contou.rs in a given distance determines
the exact slope o£ that

particular drain or side hill.

is sixty feet in a distance of three hundred feet there
three contours on a twenty foot interval.

If the slope
~11

shaw

If however the slope is a

hundred feet in three hundred the.re will be as he says, a bunching
of contours, for there

~11

now be five contours.

In other words,

by scaling off the distance and counting the contours between two
points, the exact slope will be shown.
and there too, the map
be

~der

~11

All slopes are not

unifo~

show the change in slope, for same will

apart then others.

Many of the older survey maps published twenty or more years
ago on a scale 1:125000 or two miles to the inch, tended to shaw the
main features and culture (roads, churches, school houses etc.) more
features than a true

ma~hematical

as

representative as to size and shape,

and unfortunately, mainly because they were available• the location
engineer tried to use these in obtaining a mathematical result.in slopes
and location, and because he failed with these,.
accuracy of the. present day map.

does·~ot

realize the

While much progress is being made

today in overoaming these prejudices, a lot can be aooamplished by the
topographic and highway engineers getting together and each finding out
what the other does, and his methods used in getting results.
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A map of the Winona-Alton strip. one of several worked the
past three years. shows the area mapped for the location of the
highway between these two towns.

The·oontrolling

factor~

location was the crossing of the Eleven Point River.

this

It was used

to advantage in other details. and in the words of the division
engineer in charge. saved considerable time and expense to the
Highway Department.

Later on the remaining areas

~11

be finished

on the adjacent country. and will be used by various agencies.
An illustration of the economic value of a topographic map

is found in the final location of a highway between LaFollette and
Jellico. Tennessee.

The best preliminary trial survey had been

made by the State Highway Department. resulting in a location of
a road 26.3 miles long.
Later a topographic map of a strip of the country between
these two cities vms made and a new location with no grade over six
per cent was worked out.

This new location was 7.3 miles shorter •

meant a saving of over $200.000 in construction cost with an additional
saving by having on hand a base map to direct the field party iil the
final location work.

While the amount o:r this saving ·on one job might

be exceptional. countless other cases are on hand to prove the value of
the map.
If the resulting savings due to the topographic map were but one
peroent.the amount would be sufficient to complete
entire country.
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~he

mapping of the

Speoial Scale Maps
In 1928 I was loaned to the city of Atlanta, Georgia, to

help in the mapping of the city and adjacent country.

The city

map was worked on a field soale of la2400 with a contour interval
of two feet,

~th

the outside area mapped on a soale of lsl2000

and five :foot interval.
an accurate map for the

The purpose of the survey -was to provide
r~looation·of

its sewerage system.

The

present system, a combined system,,-was unsanitary and inadaquate,
and

~th

its present population.a thorough transformation was

·necessary.

The type of hilly country,. with a relief o£ over 400

feet, together with the age of the o3.ty, with its blind streets
and

~proper

city plan.

layout, needed an accurate map for an intelligent

While I only worked there about four months, the rest

of the topographic force were on the job nearly four years, and
today Atlanta has the most accurate topographic map of any city
in the world.

On it are shown the locations of all fire plugs and

sewer inlets, the exaot
ing places, the exact

~dths

of all streets, sidewalks and park-

d~ensions

of all houses and buildings and

the placing of contours within a tenth of a :foot of their true
vertical position.
To accomplish this the city was first triangulated and the
net work tied to first order Coast and Geodetic triangulation.
Fran the net_ primary traverse lines were run with transit and chain.
These were both second and third order having closing
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l~its

of

lalOOOO and 1:5000.

These were run about two to three blocks

apart over the entire city.
~th

Levels were run over these same lines

closing errors of .03 x square root of the distance in miles

and .05 x square root of the distance in miles.
After all control was computed the positions

~re

plotted

on projections made on zinc mounted paper# 18 x 24 inches.
aree. covered by one o:r the sheet-s was .4 square mile •

The

Topographic

parties consisted of a topographer. recorder and one or two rodmen.

Stadia distances were read

~th

a Philadelphia rod to one

foot and elevations were carried to the hundredths.

Orientationwas

optained by using fore sight and back sights. oampass variation
being too inaccurate for the scale.
the map

~s

The position of any point on

centered over its ground position by a plumb bob• so

as to eleminate error in azimuth.

The average speed of a topographic

party in fairly well populated sections was one sheet in six weeks.
or about a mile

~

two months.

As an illustration showing difference in detail and aocure.oy.

a topographic engineer# working on a standard quadrangle of a -scale
1:24000 will in the same country produce from six 'to ·eight square

miles of finished map.
A copy of' one sheet in the Atlanta area is attached to this
paper.
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GENERAL USES OF THE

ll,~

Bes.ides the special problems mentioned in the forgoing

paragraphs. the map · is used in the following studies a
By the geologist to make his field studies usuable to

other&J to solve structural problems where gas. oil and coal

exist.

It is

est~ted

least 60 percent o£ his

that a good topographic map vnll save at
t~e

in the field.

The study o£ stream pollution. by indicating the allocation
of the population within and

~thout

the

stre~

basins• the density

per square mile within each basin. the location and grouping of
the urban population having domestic sewage as the main source of

pollution. the possible pollution due to surface drainage. or
from factory waste.
Plant quarantine. b.y providing an accurate base on which
to plot en£ested areas and plan prompt eradication measures.
Location of lakes.
o~paigns.

~ps.

and streams in studies for moth control

They are of great assistance in the study of

biocl~ates.

which relates to the general. r-elationship of climate -to distribution
and abundanee of insects.

Several cases are noted when the map was

used in the studies of tick areas, points where beetles and boll
wor.m might grow. and the factors pertaining to plant and insect
li£e.
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Federal administration of National Parks. forests. the
-service • Military and game

reserva:~ions,

Ind~

postoff'ioe rural delivery

service. census. aerial navigation.
state Administration by state Engineers. Geologist. State
Foresters • in the location of state and couni:;y' boundary lines • in
legislation involving charters. and rights.
It serves as a base f'or military maps in national defense •
for manuevers by the Army and National Guard in selection of routes
and transportation.
In engineering studies for power projects. reservoir sites.
river and harbor improvements. railroad location.
In aviation for the study or aerial routes, landing fields.
beacons etc.
Educational in the teaching of geography and physiography
and a base f'or miscellaneous studies.
selecting consolodated

scho~l

The maps are invaluable in

sites. by not only showing the number

of' houses in any area but also the distances between houses.
In travel and vacation trips as guide maps.
Probably one of the most unique uses was found by a Georgia
gentl6.men who used the map in studying the flight of homing pigeons.
He would measure the distanoe between two points on the map and ttme
the flight of the bird between them.
In the hearings before a congressional oammitte&

o~

the Sixt,y

Eighth Congress for the completion of the map within twenty years.
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over twenty f'ive resolutions, passed by various engineering and
other socities :from various parts -of' the country. were read, and
most of' them related same oertain reason for
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~nting

the map.

TEE STUDEN'r and the TOPOGRAPHIG MAP
In speaking of the student .i_t is meant a student in a
technical school, or an engineering undergraduate.
In his studies the student in most branches of engineering
will find the time alloted to the class room study of the topographic map somewhat-shortened.

If he is in mining or geology

he will have a course in map interpretation, but none on how it
is made.

If in civil engineering he will find that two of his

one hundred fifty t?ro credit hours have been alloted to him for
that purpose.

In that short time he must acquaint himself with

the simple principle or construction of a larger scale map, and
how to enterpret a standard topographic map.

of projections,

None of the theory

or haw traverse lines are camputed, level nets

adjusted or contours sketched in the field with a plane table,
especially when his control depends on his awn triangulation and
stadia traverse, are given him.

Yet after he graduates he will

probably have more occasion to know about these than he ever will
of the chemical composition or an_ unknown compound or· the electrical
theory of radio.
Until such time as a substitution is made and the subject and
study period enlarged, he should, if in Civil engineering, work
one summer on a topogrpphic party.

If this is tmpossible he should

try to secure a copy of the "Topographic Instructions ·or· 'the Geological
Survey" and read the procedure adopted by that organization £or its
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field and office parties.
He should also try to obtain a copy of a quadrangle
country with which he is familiar.

or

same

Then by remembering the shapes

of the country he oan study haw these shapes look on the map. and
with a little praotioe oan readily visualize any topography as he
reads the map.

The graduate today is expected to know more than he was
several years ago. in that jobs are more scarce and there are more
experienced engineers ready to oampete with him.

in any subject not taught several years

ago~

or~

If he is versed

as in the case o£

the topographic map. was not taught so well, he will have material
~th

which to oambat the man whose experience is greater than his.
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Conclusion
It is hoped _that the value, purpose, and uses of the standard topographic map have been clearly stated and that their advantages
~th

relationship to most engineering is realized, as I have felt

that in same instances these have been minimized, and sometimes over
looked entirely.
In the selection of quadrangles under Special Problems, I
have made use of those on which I worked, and which were in
separated parts of the country.

~dely

A variation o£ the immediate prob-

lem involved in each quadrangle was the natural result of the selection.

No attempt has been made to describe the inking of the
sheets, preparatory to their being photolithographed

fo~

sheet copy. or the copper plate engraving which oocara
the advance sheet has been subjected to criticism and
spection.
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~ield

advanee

n~ually
oarefu~

after
in-

